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PART 1
Write a SMART Goal

LAY  DOWN THE  
FOUNDAT ION
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Work day by day to becoming a better 

and happier you with simple daily 

activities! Inspired by posts from Shika's 

College Lifestyle Blog.
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Start out simple. Create a SMART Goal. SMART Goals 
are specific, measurable, attainable, realistic and time-
based goals. You will be creating a SMART goal from 
your general goal and then build up to a SMART Goal.
 
 

SMART Goals

What is your goal? What do you want?

Now, lets be specific. Is there any way you can be more specific 
or narrow down your goal?
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 How can you measure how progress towards your goal?

Is your goal attainable? Is it a tangible and actionable 
goal? This goes back to knowing if you can measure your 
goal. If not, try again. 

 

Is your goal realistic? The possibility of failure makes a 
goal all the more realistic. Be honest with yourself about 
your abilities, but don't discredit your drive towards 
success or your abilities. For large goals, see page 13.
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When do you want this goal to be completed? Pick a date 
that is realistic, but at the same time scares you a little. The 
closer the date is, the more likely you are to actually get to 

work on that goal of yours.

Now, choose some dates to monitor your progress. You 
will be using the measurement you chose earlier to 
monitor your progress. Set an alarm in your phone to alert 
you or write these dates in your planner. 
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How many minutes will you be spending daily working 
towards your goal? You are not bound to this time. This is just 

a minimum. Even 5 minutes a day is something.
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PART 2
Connect to Your Why

BU ILD  THE  WALLS
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Why did you choose this goal? Why is it important to you?
 

Connect to Your Why

What will happen if you do not reach this goal? How will it 
affect you or anyone around you?
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PART 3
Affrimation

PUT  THE  ROOF  ON
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Create an affirmation to help you achieve your goals.
 
Here are the rules:

 Start with "I am"
Focus on the positive aspect of the goal
Write in the present tense
Speak it out loud
Keep it short and simple
Visualize your affirmation coming to life

Affirm Your Goal
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PART 4
Big Shmoney Goals

BU ILD ING  A  MANS ION
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No, it's no a typo. These are the goals that are too large 
and longitudinal for us to process. 
 
 

 
Write big goal in the box below. After going through this 
part, you can go back and finish Part 2 of the workbook 
on page 9.
 

Big Shmoney Goals
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This is a brain dump page. Write down whatever comes to 
your mind when you think about what it takes to achieve 
this goal. Don't worry about making sense or being neat.
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Organize your brain dump into actionable steps. Do you 
need to do anything in a certain order? Write the 
chronological steps.
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Which steps are the easiest to accomplish or which steps 
do you have the resources to accomplish? Do those first if 
possible.
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Which steps are going to be the most challenging?
 
 

 

What makes these steps challenging? Can you think of 
anyway to bypass them or get help? Do you need to learn 
anything new? Do you need specific resources? How can 
you get them?
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Go back to page 16 and create possible deadlines for 
each step keeping in mind the difficulty level of each step.
 
Does any action step need to be broken down further? 
Break them down here.
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When do you estimate the completion of this goal? 
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PART 5
Putting It All Together

THE  F IN ISH ING  TOUCH
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Create Your Contract 
 

I,____________, will________________________

__________________________________________
__________________________________________
____________________________by___________.

I will monitor my progress__________(frequency).
Whenever I lose drive for my goal I will revisit my why. 
Every day I will spend ________minutes on my goal. I 
am 
(affirmation)__________________________________
___________________________________________
_________

Signature________________ Date___________

name goal

date
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Remember that sometimes goals change and need 
to be tweaked. Frequently monitor your goals to see 
your progress. Thank you for downloading The 
Dream Book! Good luck! I'm rooting for you!
 
 


